
PEDITARIC SIZE SPECIFICATION OPTIONS 
(Select an option for sections A, B, and C) 

 

SECTION A: CUSHION TYPE 

 

A.1: 5.5” wide commode opening with a 4” slot      

 

A.3: 5.5” wide commode opening with NO slot ***(not available with the H18 splash guard)*** 

 

A.6: Solid cushion (NO commode opening) ***(not available with the H18 splash guard)*** 

  

A.7: Custom cushion (you specify; picture below is an example) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SECTION B: SEAT DEPTH 

 

B.1: 10.70” seat depth 

B.2: 11:80” seat depth 

B.3: 13.20” seat depth 

B.4: 14.30” seat depth 

B.5: 15.40” seat depth 

B.6: 16.20” seat depth 

B.7: 16.20” seat depth with the back cushion offset (see pic below) ***(seat depth adapters 
required if laterals are ordered)*** 

 

 

 



SECTION C: ARMPADS, BACKREST, AND LATERAL WIDTHS 

 

WITH LATERALS 

 

C.1: 13.40” between arm pads, 9” backrest and lateral width (back cushion will be 16” tall with a 
back height of 17”, and a 1” gap between the back and seat cushion) 

C.2: 15.50” between arm pads, 11” backrest and lateral width (back cushion will be 16” tall with 
a back height of 17”, and a 1” gap between the back and seat cushion) 

 

WITHOUT LATERALS  

 

                 

C.1: 13.40” between arm pads, 13” wide T-back cushion (back cushion will be 11” tall with a 
back height of 17”, and a 6” gap between the back cushion and seat cushion) 

C.2: 15.50” between arm pads, 15” wide T-back cushion (back cushion will be 11” tall with a 
back height of 17”, and a 6” gap between the back cushion and seat cushion) 

 

 



 

ADULT SIZE SPECIFICATION OPTIONS 

 
SECTION A: CUSHION TYPE 

A.5: 8” wide commode opening with a 4” slot (standard H3 cushion) 

 

A.2: 5.5” wide commode opening with a 4” slot (HA2 cushion) 

***(17x17 frame size only)*** 

 

A.4: 5.5” wide commode opening with NO slot (HA4 cushion) 

 ***(not available with the H18 splash guard)(17x17 frame size only)*** 

 

A.6: Solid cushion/NO commode opening (H4 cushion) 

***(not available with the H18 splash guard)***  

 

A.7: Custom cushion [you specify; picture below is an example] (H10 cushion) 

 

 



 

SECTION B: SEAT DEPTH 

 

B.4: 14.30” seat depth 

B.5: 15.40” seat depth 

B.6: 16.20” seat depth 

B.7: 16.20” seat depth with the back cushion offset (see pic below) ***(seat depth adapters 
required if laterals are ordered)*** 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SECTION C: ARMPADS, BACKREST, AND LATERAL WIDTHS 

 

WITH LATERALS 

 

C.3: 17.60” between arm pads, 13” backrest and lateral width (back cushion will be 16” tall 
with a back height of 16”) 

 

WITHOUT LATERALS  

 

 

                 

 

C.4: 17.60” between arm pads, 17” wide T-back cushion (back cushion will be 11” tall with 
a back height of 16”) 

 

 


